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Miss Tennessee State University
oronation a royal Italia event
By Michelle Denning
News Writer

Mia Rasheeda Evans, Miss Tennessee State University, fomiaily was

inducted into her office during the annual Miss TSU coronation Oct. 11 in

Kean Hall Gymnasium. The theme of the night was Via Italia, by way of
Italy. The stage decorations were set up to represent Evans' hometown of
Sicily, Italy.

The ceremony began with the AFROTC presenting the colors of the
f

-

night, followed by opening words from the Student Government Association
Vice President. Kevin Gilliam. The SGA President, Damyon Thompson,
then gave words of greeting, followed by the procession of the 2001-2002
royal court.

V

The processional began with the entrance of Miss TSU 2000-2001,
Tamara Moore, followed by Miss Freshman, Tolaison Johnson; Miss
Sophomore, Tiffany Bryant; Miss Junior, Robin Atkinson; and Miss Senior,

Robin Ursery. The attendants wore royal blue gowns, while Miss TSU wore
an elaborate white gown.

"Mia's modest behavior and her determination to become Miss TSU

"W"'"
VrK'.;,

i l ''
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Director of Gentry Center Programs Eunice Beli and comedian Bruce Bruce take tim«»

out for a photo op at the Get 12 Laugh Out Loud Comedy Show.

really touched me.*' said Jessica Johnson, a freshman from Nashville, who

S

(3lose

attended the coronation.

White each member of the court proceeded to take her place on the stage,
^iographies staling where each has been and plans to go with her life were

Alan C.

j3au^ Out jZoud (3omedif

'Beard

ecited. Mr. TSU,Reco Chappie, also took his place on the stage along with

tickles

he rest of the court.

Editor

Immediately following the entrance of Mr. TSU, Candace Simon, the

Bone

Show feaiured some of the brightest up and

iarer of the robe, took her place on the stage as well.
Once the entire court was in place, a white carpet was rolled out and the

coming comedians around. Set to kick off at
7 p.m.. the show started fashionably Jale at

AFROTC stood along the edge of the

.carpet while Evans was escorted by

See "Coronatioit" on page 6

This year's Homecoming 2001 Comedy

"Comedy Show" on page 12

Watson Hall wins Battle of Residence Halls
By Crystal J. McMoore
News Writer

Ipose was to

Two Wilson residents sang When You

[bring a mes
sage of Christ.
Beginning

Believe, by Whitney Houston and Mariah
Carey. They were barely audible due to

with a quick

dancers with a

system failures, they continued to sing
and were given a second chance, With an
interpretive dancer they successfully
completed their show, receiving a stand

hip-hop style,

ing ovation.

The men of Watson Hall won this

skit and fol

year's annual Battle of the Residence
Hails during Homecoming Week 2001.

lowed

The Student Union Board of

Governors hosted the competition among

by

Hanka l

Tennessee State University's 10 resi
dence halls. Three were absent from this

year's competition: Thomas & Jones,
Hale Hail and Boyd Hall. Of the seven

that did compete, each put on shows of
different varieties.

Delaii Potakey and Jamie Riley were

form. These ladies performed a dance

students a sec

that represented quite a few cities. They

ular type of
gospel music

denoted where some of them were fixira.

that seemed to

Each area code also was represented with

grab the audi

a snippet from songs by an artist from
each particular city.
"Eppse's overall show was good,"
said Charlse Gordon, a junior from

atten

tion.

the event.

First up was Hankal Hall, the 20002001 winner. The representatives of

Hankal began by saying that their pur-

PHOTDBYH.YASMUllAMM.AD

The
Men/ of« Watson Hall
perform
their
winning routine at
kt.
^ ^
^
.. ,1
this year's Battle of the Residence Halls.

Eppse Hall was the next dorm to per

brought to the

ence's

the mistress and master of ceremonies for

technical difficulties, but despite constant

freshmen
women
of

wore T-shirts painted with area codes that

Memphis."But i was a little disappointed

See "Annual batBe" on page 9
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Former TSU Communications Dept. faculty
member honored at retirement reception

Got news?

brother," Odine said. "He bent over back

By: Raynata Y. Reed

ward and taught additional courses some

News Editor

times without additional pay. He tried to
make things meet when the ends were so

Tennessee

State

University's

Department of Communications honored
assistant professor Demetrius Herman
Devereux Brady at a retirement reception
Friday, Oct. 12, in the faculty dining room

far apart. We could not be a winning team
without Mr. Brady and he will always be a
part of the department."
While at TSU, Brady diligently

worked for the theatre program. He direct
ed a total of 35 full-length plays, including

If you have news
that affects TSU,
contact

PHOTO couRrggy p^^ynata y. reed

Dr. Brady

of the Floyd-Payne Campus Center.

The reception was not the first to

honor Brady since he retired in the spring
of 2001 after 33 years. This particular
reception was an extension of homecom

You Can't Take It vv/r/i You-, Cactus

Flower,

Merry,

Merry',

Out

of

Chattanooga-, Ten tmle Indians; A

Soldier's Story and Everytnan. He also
directed 15 one-act plays, provided advice

ing week, reflecting the retiring faculty
member's "Tiger Winning Spirit," the and technical support for student-directed
theme of this year's homecoming. performances and was a long-time advisor
Friends, colleagues, former students and to the Thomas E. Poag Players' Guild.
family members were invited to share in

celebrating Brady's professional and per
sonal history with the university.
Brady enrolled at TSU In 1957 and

obtained a bachelor's degree in speech and
drama in 1966. He also holds a master's

degree in speech and drama. He became
an instructor in 1970 and rose to assistant

professor in 1982.

Dr. Jacqueline Mitchell, special assis
tant to the president, presided over the
reception and spoke highly of Brady, both
from a personal standpoint and for the
president in his absence to start the recep
tion.

"You cannot know him without him

winning you over with his kindness, gen
erosity and devotion." Mitchell said.
Following suit with Mitchell, guests

at the reception shared personal anecdotes
of how Brady had touched their lives.
Dr. Maurice Odine, head of the

News Editor

"If there was ever an advocate for the

student, it was Mr. Brady," said Dr.
Lawrence James, a member of the theatre

faculty. "...(H)onesty, integrity, love,
respect and hard work; Mr. Brady is a true

example of all of these things."
Friends, former students and family
members shared personal reflections on
Brady that presented him both in and out

Raynata Y. Reed

side the classroom

Dr. Jayme Williams, former head of
the Department of Communications, met
Brady 42 years ago when she had him as a
student. Later, the two became colleagues
from 1970 to 1987. She commented that as

a teacher, Brady was always available to
the students for advice and counsel.
A former classmate and friend of

at

Brady's, Don Whitehead, shared humor
ous personal anecdotes about his friend.

Once the two were trying to gather ideas
for a set from a local church. When they

Department of Communications, called

were taking measurements of the pulpit,

the occasion to order by stating Brady's

being drama students, the two decided to

contribution to the department.
"(He is) a colleague, a friend and a

"have church" in the pulpit. When a
See "Brady" on page6
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News

Homecoming Week 2002 kicked off with the
annual Gospel Explosion in Kean Hall
in January. Dressed in a purple and
black ensemble, Casme started her por

By Raynata Y. Reed

tion of the show with a dance, followed

News Editor

by three original songs that included
rapping.
Tennessee State University's famed

Homecoming week kicked off with
the

annual

Give Blood

BLOODMOBILE

Homecoming

Gospel 'New Direction Gospel Choir was next
to perform, and it received a warm wel
Student Union Board of Governors pre
come from the audience. Dressed in all

Explosion Oct. 7 in Kean Hall. The
sented the event.

This year's theme, "Keeping the
Spirit Alive," was duly displayed in the

Bryant, the choir sang four selections,
both slow and fast songs. These were
Trouble Don't Last Always, Ride on
King Jesus, You Love Me and Glory,

various acts that performed. The Rev.

Lora L. Springer of Tennessee State
Univereity's Career Center, opened the
concert with a scripture and prayer. The

At the end of the program. Springer
took the stage once more to invite any

back you up."

stage by the Rev. Demetria Reid, who
offered the prayer of invitation.

in the Forum

Leonard Black, the person behind
the scenes who was responsible for the
program, thanked everyone for their
wonderful performances. He thanked

American Red Cross

Angela Street, co-chair of the event and

The first act to take the stage was
and

a member of its sponsor, the Student

Praise Dance

gave a rousing performance with an
interpretive dance to gospel music.

President
Damyon
Thompson
made closing remarks concerning the
week's homecoming events.

Williams also is a member of this dance

ministry.
Scheduled next to perform was the

Pearls of Joy Outreach Ministry, a com

munity choir based at Pearl Cohn High

Though the event was an overall

success. Springer was slightly disap
pointed by the low turnout for the con

attend because the musicians and direc

tor were involved in another project.

community....we had not advertised,

Instead, Danielle Brown, a junior from
Danville, III., sang a solo of I Won't
Complain that was well received by the

except on campus. Usually, it's been

audience.

turnout also was due in part to the fact

A special guest of the evening was
Casme,a senior from New Orleans who

is a gospel rapper. Casme is majoring in
design and plans to have an album out

As a volunteer blood donor, to be eligible
to donate you must:

cert.

"(In the past) it has been more of a
community celebration," Springer said.
"This year, we didn't go out into the

School. But the group was unable to

Blood Services, Tennessee Valley Region

Union Board of Governors.
Student Government Association

Ministry. Dressed in flowing robes of

purple and white, the dance ministry

10 a.m. -3 p.m.

one to come to the stage who did not
know Christ. She was joined on the

helped to keep the audience enthusiastic
for the performers with lively repartee
and words of inspiration.
"(You might ask) God, why me,
why now, but praise him anyhow,"
Johnson said. "If you don't back out
while you're going through, God will

Restoration

Wednesday, Oct. 24

Glory.

master and mistress of ceremonies,
Kwesi Johnson and Shimere Williams,

the

TSU

black and under the direction of Travis

Feel well that day, be at least 17 years of
age, weigh at least 110 lbs., have not

donated blood in the past 56 days, and

more like a celebration than a concert."

Springer said she believed the low
that many students had not yet returned
from the Circle City Classic football
game in Indianapolis.*

Are You Ready

not have received a notification from Red

Cross Blood Services requesting that you
not give.

ATTENTION SENIORS!!!
Those who are graduating in May, August or December
2002 should see their department head immediately for
advisement on graduation.
Plan ahead!

SGA WEEK?

File you intent to graduate in May, August or December
now!

Only students who have met all graduation requirements
Coming October 28 - November 3

will be permitted to participate in commencement
ceremonies!
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From where I sit: My last homecoming as an

What We Thim

midterm week?

Is it

a wonderful place to
patronize, but at the
right
times.
The
wrong times would be

because

have

during the hours of

loafed during the first
half of the semester

10:00 p.m. through
3:00
a.m.
during

with a nonchalant atti

midterm week.

Why is it that stu
dents often get a nide
awakening
during
they

their

After all of your

mindset

brings about much
undue stress starting

be disappointed if you
don't gel the opporfhnity to see your

about... now.

progress.

tude

about

grades?

Gosh,

Your

the records office real-

grades

I ly fills up quickly the

should

I following

through or from your

Monday

I; sinoming following
Ui^dtenn cx.anis!

Many

students

■begin to get serious

feabout their course

be

available

major advisor.
semester,

as

guys the peace sign and left. Forty dollars is the
Henderson Hill

Think is a

III

Editor in Chief

there was u botch up
somewhere

in

:^and they will sorae-

puter

system

■ times fault the profes

boasts

the

sor at finals when the
realization that the
desired A ti-ansforms

twenty seven rank on

the list of America's

into the ugly D or F

list.

that they are about to

Since the University
is ranked so high on
the list, how about

making the student's

Ifend. What you can do

lives a little easier and
come with the deci

fflto correct or maintain

sion of making grades

iBhe remainder of your

available
through
pipeline and actually

Ijyour grades is to take
||exams as thougli they
mwere actually

your

Now lets talk about wet Saturday.

Who

knows,

those students with

n

Every little bit

awful grades won't

SfbouDts. If you actually

fed as bad because

Rwenty four hour Club

HLibrary with the inieni
9i0. actually have
Birifinrnrbnhr'l somc-

^tDg during your
[^udy marnlhun.
Mow don't ^ lu

morning person, I was not diggin' the fact that
Although it rained the majority of
Homecoming weekend, I still had a great time.

No, I didn't go to every party that was going
on. Plus if you didn't have to be 21 to get in, I
didn't want to go anyway.
I was so determined to enjoy my last
undergraduate Homecoming experience.
I did some extremely different things this

time around in comparison to the past years. I

Board.

went to a party at a club that sold forty-ounces,
was the size of a Court Villa Apartment and
was located next to a junk yard.
The strange thing is, I had fun! Go figure.

It also shows that I'm growing up, because

examines

instead of going where everybody else was, I
went where I could have a good time. The thing
that made that party so fun, was that I was with
people who I consider family and we were all
together having fun. And just to think I almost

wentto the movies instead. I'm glad I hung that

things
going on

lame idea up. That was Thursday night.

Friday was "...a good day," as said by Ice
Cube. Although I didn't get to the pep rally that
had to be moved to Kean Hall due to the weath

er, until the band was marching, out I enjoyed
hanging out in Kean after-the-fact. I got to see
people that 1 don't have the chance to see oth
erwise.

do it?

ffifinal exams,

l^aoted to prepare
Hweli for mid-term
j%xams, we hope that
l^ou . didn't attend

Editorial

most wired university

Whose fault

Isay that it is not the

ifHetcr

number

'*^8 it really? Nobody's

^ut that individuals,
i We at ®i)e ftlrtcr

of

that

How about this?

they didn't have to
walk as far to receive
the bad news.

To those of who
out there in the land of

Big Blue and White
whose grades arc
ItK^king pretty good,

Congratulations.*

shake my butt that bad. Plus, Janet, Eve, Mary
J. Blige, or no member of Destiny's Child was
in there. I just chilled with a few family mem

jtletcr Editorial Board participated in the
Homecoming Parade. Seeing as how I'm not a

the

infamous Tennessee

majority of my cell phone bill-1 didn't want to

bers and called it a night. I was content.

reflection

Last
usual,

Bwork mid October. State University com

receive.

undergraduate was great and different

tireless efforts, do not

This

■j

What We

at TSU, in
the com

My boys and I went to a happy hour after

we left the Pep Rally. 1 would have to say that
it was the most fun I had throughout this past
Homecoming. Actually, it was the most fun

I've had all semester [ Bear with me, I don't get
out much- I'm a busy individual].
The main reasons that I kicked it so hard at

munity and
in the

the happy hour, was that I saw people who

graduated when I was a freshman that I used to

hang with. It was a mature crowd and I got the
chance to chill with my partners [I was geeked
about hangin' with my boys, because our

we had to check-in for the parade at 7:30 a.m.
- Then the leg of the parade that we were on
didn't move until after 10.
Added to all of that, the continuous rain

was a slight downer. I never knew that the

parade was such a big event. Alumni, students
and locals packed the streets from 21st Ave. N.

all the way to John A. Merritt Blvd.

This is my last year at Tennessee State
University, the first time 1 attended the parade
and one of the moments that I will remember

feeling school pride. It was off da hook.
Although the weather was temperamental I had
fun. Plus it gave me another opportunity to
bond with my staff.

I hate to admit it, but the Homecoming

game was the first football game I've been to
all season [Like I said, I'm a busy individual].
I realized that there are Tigers here that have
"True Blue Tiger Spirit."

It was amazing to me that people still

poured in Adelphia Coliseum for the football
game during that monsoon. Don't get me
wrong, the stadium was nowhere near filled to
capacity, but it was cool to see people come out
and show their support.

People waded through the rain in their blue
and yellow ponchos in an effort to enjoy the
game in some shape, form or fashion. I also
realized that some people were determined to
floss their new Homecoming outfits. Now that
was fiinny - And yes, I was laughing at you.
Someone had the audacity to ask me, "Are you
wearing that to the game?"

As to say that I needed to get G'd up in
some slacks, a sharp pair of kicks and a nice
shirt. Yeah right. I was cool in my wrinkled
gray TSU T-shirt, a pair of jeans, some Air
Force Ones and a jean jacket. I was comfort

able, and I didn't have to worry about messing

schedules are so busy].
Later on that night I chilled because the
party at Gibsons was $40. When I got to the

up any gear. Party. I didn't go to one. I just
chilled with my family BBSA and TTTA style.

front of the line and heard that, I threw those

See ''Editor" on page 5
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Letters to the Editor
I was just sitting here in the Dean's office in the CARP building reading the Sept 24.

iileter Mission

issue of The Meter. The first article that caught my eye was the "Capital B in Black Has
Historical Meaning." I thought that was very interesting. Being a mother of two small Black

Statement

males made me(wonder whether I'm)teaching them what is culturally correct. I'll pay close
attention to that from now on. Thanks for bringing that to my attention.
The second article that caught my attention was from the Editor in Chief Henderson Hill,
III. "From Where I Sit: Happiness is What You Make It." He is correct. It is what you make

it. I do try to teach my children that it doesn't matter what you have or where you come from,

embraces

but who you are and that you thank the GOD ALMIGHTY every day for what he has blessed
you with. Keep on doing what you are doing for The Meter and TSU and may GOD BLESS
YOU REAL GOOD.

Peace,

Ms. Tammy R. Coleman

letters written

Nashville Ballet times six. I, too, was so excited about the show that I went back to see it

Submission

Requirements

I read with interest the review of Blast! by Angela Jefferson and Jamarran E'Mil Moss.
I thought they did an excellent job in portraying the excitement of this production. I espe
cially liked their analogy comparing Blast! to TS.U's Aristocrat of Bands meeting the
twice. Thank you for your review and I look forward to reading future articles.

Vi\)t ittetcr's mission is to
timely report the "highlights
and lowlights'' of Tennessee
State University and its commu
nity so that we may foster posi
tive changes in the world around
us, while reflecting the university^s multi-cultural student body.

tJTIje fttrtfl is published biweek

to the editor.

ly and is available free to the

Tennessee State University com
munity. Opinions expressed here

Carol Helton, Associate Professor*

in are of the writer, not those of

the administration, the Student

If you have

Government Association or the

faculty or staff of TSU. The sub
mission

Editor in Chief's last

Attention All Members of the

homecoming one to
remember

University Honors Program:

Continued from page 4

deadline

is

the

Wednesday before each Issue
comes out. No exceptions!

anything you

tlTIjr itlrtcr invite.s submi.s.sioiis by
all members of the Tennessee State

This goes

Homecoming

The National Association of

to show that it

as an

is time for me

graduate. Who

to depart from

knows?

TSU, because

might

when

back

1

first

under

I

as

an

got here I was
adamant about

alumnus, and I
may not. But

dressing

to

at least I can

impress

and

say that all of

being at every

m

y

Not

Homecomings

anymore. I'm

, while I was

a "Grown
Man
[You

at TSU, were

know

ones.

event.

what

goes in
blankyou're
sure,
you

the
If
not
when

see

me

memorable

full

and Universities Honors

take place November 15

through 18 at the Regal

was

of

not

All contributions must be typed,

Includethewriter'sname,telephone

"double spaced (submitted on 3.5"
»'disks and hard copy), and must

lumber and P.O. Box.

Your assistance and atten

dance will be greatly

express, feel

0 Articles should not exceed 1,000

vords, opinions should not exceed

wild

instances,

1

iOO words, and letters should not

appreciated.

learned

impress any

to get drunk

body,

but

and shine for

located in the basement of

myself.
My fun
was highlight
ed by the fact
that this is my

other people to
have a good

the Learning Resource

t

openly

Maxwell House Hotel.

grew from it. I

s

All materials must adhere to the fol

lowing guidelines:

ask me]." I no

a

material for publication.

Programs Conference will

longer feel the
need to try to

l

would like to

And

although my
last
experi
ence

Historically Black Colleges

come

University community. Timeliness,
clarity of thought, factual accuracy,
and interest to the imiversity com
munity will be factors in selecting

that

you don't have

l^xceed 3(X) words.

Come by the Honors Office

'p). Sources of factual material

free to write

i .Should be included. All claims of

fact are subject to verification,

■d) ?!ri)e

reserves the right to

reject letters, aiticles or ads without

time.*

Center for more
information.

explanation, and to edit those as

us a letter.
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Coronation makes Miss TSU Mia Evans' position official
right into a skit recreating Evans' rise to Miss
TSU. The presentation titled Still I Rise took

Continued from page 1

Be sure to go

youngest daughter that touched and wanned
many hearts.
The women of
L.Y.L.A.S.(Love You Like A Sister) sur

rounded Miss TSU with lit candles and sung
their organizational song.

out and

"I almost cried three times," said Celeste

Lindsey, a junior from Atlanta."It was a very
special moment for me,so I know it was spe
cial for her. It was like a fairy tale."

Finally, the star of the evening spoke to

support the

her attentive audience. She said that she was

speechless by how perfect the night was and
how it surpassed her highest expectations.
Evans gave her highest praise to God and her
family.

women of

To close the ceremony everyone in
attendance joined hands and sung the Alma
Mater. Immediately following the coronation
the royal ball was held at the Sheraton Hotel
located in downtown Nashville.*
PHOTO BY ILYAS MUHAMMAD

LY.LA.S.

Tennessee State University President James A. Hefner escorts Miss TSU Mia R.
Evans at her coronation ceremony, Oct. 11,in Kean Hall Gymnasium.
a look back at the awards she won durTSU President James A. Hefner. While

ing her matriculation at TSU. During her

she was being escorted to the stage, members
of the Mid- South Ballet Theater danced

along side her to the soothing sounds of
Maxwell's ballad Whenever, Wherever,
Whatever.

Once Evans reached her position on the
Stage, Moore crowned and robed her.

president of Student Affairs. Miss TSU took

of gifts. Tennessee state Sen. Thelma Harper,
Miss Fisk University, Pastor Gerald Jones of

Faith

Christian

Center,

the

nizations were among the presenters of gifts.
After Evans had been presented with all
her gifts, her family got the chance to say
words of encouragement to her. Her sisters,

sented her with her first dozen roses.

The entertainment for the queen was
filled with music and dance laced with the
feel of her Italian culture.
Nashonda

sang an aria

TSU, Evans was presented with a vast array

Tennessee State University Honors Program
and the queens of various on campus orga

her place upon the throne and Mr. TSU pre

during

Mia Evans,

After the look back into her rise to Miss

Greater

Evans was sworn in by Hefner, fol
lowed by words from Thomas Martin, vice

Johnson

tenure here, she held the titles of Miss
Wilson Hall, Miss Honors and Miss Junior.

congratulates
on her official
LY.LA.S.

induction as
Miss TSU.

Good luck,

WEEK

Michelle, Maria and Melanie, each reflected

on how she made an impact on their lives
along with how she grew up to be such a

accompanied by

Felicity Hendricks on piano.
Once the audience had experienced a

touch of Italian culture, the program went

mature and special young lady. Her mother,
Mamie Evans, wrote a poem about her

the rest of the

school year.

Oct. 22 - 26

Brady leaves legacy of hard work and of dedication
Continued from page 2
church official found them and asked
them to leave, he also a.sked them what

school they went to and Brady replied,
"Fisk." Whilehead also presented Brady
with a plaque that was engraved with a
poem that showed the important relation
ship that exists between a teacher and a
student. David "Rusty" Riddle, a former
student of Brady's who worked closely
with him in the theatre department, .said
he is indebted to Brady for a number of
reasons.

Riddle's car broke down when the

two were working on a play together, and
instead of Riddle having to figure out
. how to make it back ajid forth from cam

pus to home without a car. Brady opened

his home to Riddle. The student

teammates would come back excited

tion and his retiring had to be influenced

also found comfort in talking with
Brady in his office before class.
"I learned more about jiving life
(from the talks) in his office than I'd ever

about their success. Brady would suggest

by that as well. "There is a connection

that they should be happy, but humble,
and it taught her "not to let victories or
defeats go to your head," .she said.

between my beginning and ending at this
institution." Brady said. "There is God in
my life, I am thoroughly convinced.
"If I didn't know problems. 1 would

learned about in his class," Riddle said.

In an emotional point in the program,

"I hope, at some point, TSU takes the

Brady's son, Miguel Brady, spoke highly

n't ktiow how to appreciate the good

of his father and what he meant to him.

things... it's all right to cry, that's how 1

time to award him an honorary Ph.D."
and attendees applauded.

"I'm Just happy to be his son," the

know I'm human. The thing is to make it

Mia Bankston, a member of the T.E.

younger Brady said."Everything in life is

through." To end the reception, organizers

Poag Players' Guild and a former student
of Brady'.s, opened her reflections about
Brady by singing This Lltlie Light nfMine

finite, and (we) take too many good

showed a video of Brady at work, outlin

things for granted."
Members of the T.E. Poag Players'

theatre

and likened Brady to being a light to his
students. "I learned several impf>rtant

Guild performed a dramatic interpretation

Department. Dr. Donald Page, a faculty

to music and poetry and also saqg a song

member

lessons from Mr. Brady." Bankston said.
"How to construct a set and how to keep
laughter in my life." Bankston. also a

in tribute to Brady. The honoree thanked

Departntent. Cijmpiled the video. Brady

everyone for coming and s|X)ke al>out
what his time at the university has meant

has provided numerous services ttot only
to university faculty and student organi

member of the forensic-s team, comment

to him. He said he believes that he Was

zations

ed that, after a victory, she and other

led to this profession by divine interven

Nashville and adjoining coiuulcs as weU.*

ing his contributions to the imiver.sity, the
and
in

the
the

Communications
Communications

but to the communuy of
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rom Where I Stand: The Fear Factor
not too late, my sister arrived home safe
ly and JTiy prayers were answered.

I prayed for everyone during that
time, but she was a priority on my
prayer list. And even though I prayed, 1

Raynata Y.

still worried. I'm sure most people have
heard the adage,"If you're going to

Fear imbeds itself into so many
areas of our lives. My wonderful editor
in chief, friend and colleague, Mr.

Reed

pray, don't worry, and if you're going to

Henderson Hill III wrote an editorial in

News Editor

worry, don't pray."

the last issue on stress and being a col
lege student. He was on point on so
many issues. As I said, fear often goes

I
Fear is such a powerful emotion. It
pan motivate or intimidate our actions. It
tan make us do extraordinary things in
ihe blink of an eye, or it can make us

|w'oiTy without reasonable cause. It is

But that is what fear does to you. It
gets deep down in your soul and even
though you know who to go to(God),
fear is still a monkey on your back (and
not a cute little spider monkey, but a
huge gorilla, and oh, is he heavy).
1 talked to a friend of mine during

opportunity or do something you regret.
Right now, I just want to graduate.
Sit back and think for a

moment about the things that cause you

fear. Are they woithy of the anxiety they
cause you? Only you can tuiswer that

question for yourself. To my fellow TSU

hand in hand with stress (that's another

monkey on your back). Is there someone

you know right nqw that, in the words of
Usher,"you got it bad" for? You may be
kind of stressed out about it, have told

family, students and teachers included, I
offer you a challenge. Do something,
sometime during the duration of the •
semester that you have been fearful of.
Tell that guy or girl how you feel. Try

something new that you have not been |j
exposed to. Speak up for yourself if|

pften accompanied by feelings of dread,

that time and though 1 didn't explicitly
tell him my fear, 1 did mention that my

all your friends and eveiyone that will
listen to you that you like them, but you

Einxiety and stress. If you have ever been
afraid, don't fret. It only means you're

haven't told them yet. Afraid ? Is it a fear

bold! (Sorry if 1 sound like an Oprah
Magazine excerpt). And if you do, I

^

sister was scheduled to come home and I
didn't know when. He must have sensed

of rejection? If you were thinking ratio
nally, you could deduce that if they did

would love to hear from you. E-mail.

^

call, attach a note to the leg of a pigeon

my fear and .said that now was the best

I

I started thinking about fear some-

lime after the terrorist attacks. My sister,
Who is a nurse, had been working in
iHawaii for a while and was scheduled to

time to fly. I'm thinking to myself that
he has lost his mind. We joke a lot so I
assumed he was trying to be funny. In

n't like you for whatever reason, then it
wasn't meant to be. Perhaps God didn't
intend for you to be with that pei-son.
Maybe you don't know them as well as

my mind. I'm thinking that two planes

return to Memphis(my hometown, don't

have just slammed into the Twin Towers,

you think you do, or perhaps it is just a

liate) on Sept. 12. Needless to say, her

one into the Pentagon, and still another

flight plans got pushed back about two
limes after the 12th. and she didn't come

in a field in Virginia. Over 6,000 people
are dead and now is the best time to fly?
But actually, he was right. I wasn't

physical attraction. In shorti fear is keep
ing you from expressing your true feei-

home until abotit two weeks later. Well,

In light of the events, I was overcome
o

fear of her returning home. 1 have

|lown before, even though I hate it with
passion. My philosophy is, the longer

thinking about the fact that security mea
sures had been heightened, or that it
might not be logical that another air

iHawaii to Memphis is a solid 10 hours,

attack would lake place again so soon.
My rational mind wasn't working and
that monkey on my back had set up resi
dence, was eating popcorn and watching

k prayed.

television. He was settled in for the long

Ihc flight, the more time there is for
Ihings to go wrong, and flying from

and let me know what fear you conj
quered. In high school, I wanted to
|
be a

psychology major and help people, and D
though .somewhere down the line that S
changed,(Mr. Isom's psychology class i
at WSHS)I still want to help people. Sod

if my words encourage or inspire you inS
anyway, let me know. There really is I
nothing to fear, but fear itself. You don®
have to answer to anyone but God,nndE

me about graduate school. She hounds
me more than my mama does. Weil, I

you shouldn't fear anyone but God.Pi<^

still have a semester and a half to go at

from all of them. And tJiere i.s a wondAjH

Tennessee Slate, and to tell the inilh;

ful and incredible sense of frccduin ''1

and choose your battles, but don't run

half ihe time 1 don't know wh.'it I'm

when you don't have any inonAeys oo I

doing tomorrow. When you don't really

your back.*

know what you want to do, you fenr you
might make a wrong decision, miss an

haul. To make a long story short, if it's >

'.w:..,:

What about fearing the future? My
sister (the nurse) always (always) asks

someone makes you angr>'. Be brave ancE

2001 Yearbooks

congratulates
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Men of Watson Hall
on their
Battle of the Dorms

Available Now at

TSU Bookstore!!
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Community, students help Red Cross help others after attacks on U.S.
Jennifer Mitchell and Tosha

The Nashville chapter supports 36
blood regions, which include 84 coun-

Jones

conducts 17 blood drives a

Community View Writer and day. The chapter has been freezing the
. T7.
i-jCommunity
View Editor

over abundance of blood that It has been
receiving
and will use it for other specialty projects that it has not been able to

Six weeks after the terrorist attacks

complete in the past. "I wanted to do

of Sept. 11, the American Red Cross of something to increase my community

Nashville with the help of^be^

months and was able to recognize the

can make financial contributions," she

drastic outpouring of volunteerism after

said. For people who want to help in dis

the terrorists attacks.

asters, but are unable to give blood or
money, there are still numerous ways to

"It was packed, it was a pretty good

experience," he said. "There was proba
bly three times the amount of people
there and they were ordering food for
everyone. You could tell it was a differ
ent type of atmosphere and everyone was

^

community and Tennessee

University students

be trained to administer CPR and first aid

or become a lifeguard. You can also
become an instructor of these type of
classes."

to^V

'

Preparation for small disasters can
save lives just as can training for a disas
ter of the magnitude of Sept. 11. Every
citizen can arm himself with life-saving

provide service for the American
"People want to donate and
we are trying to make it as easy

skills and knowledge by taking the time

as we can for them," said^

to enroll in one of these courses offered

Patricia Smith, head of blood ^

by the American Red Cross.

collections and communications
j:

lion. Whether donations received
are blood, time or money, the
Nashville chapter has had

• ■'f

u'..' .

manager of the Charlotte loca-

,

■ ■

■

■

^

With the emergence of this new war
on terrorism, it becomes pertinent to
become more knowledgeable of ways to

help yourself and help others in a disas
^

trous situation. "In a war situation 1 think

tremendous performance during

the past month. Smith said.
Twenty-eight

provide assistance.
"We always need disaster response
volunteers," Smith said. "Anybody can

more people will be willing to step up

J^t

volunteers^^^^^ufiH^^^.

and want response training," Smith said.
"I think a lot of people are going to be

" ' 'i

were sent to New York to assist^
in the efforts to provide relief for Jason Carney gives blood to the Red Cross,

PHOTO BY TESHA JONES

The Red Cross can't do anything
without volunteers. Letting people know

emergency workers, victims and

their families. The chapter was unable to

service activities," said TSU stude
student

saying, 'what can 1 do to help?'

York or Washington because there was neering
neering major
major who
who has
has been
been aa regui
regular
not a great demand for it there, blood donor for six to seven years.
year

hanging off the rafters and everyone was

how they can help is very important."To
give blood you must be at least 110

a little more motivated."

pounds, at least 17 years old, feeling

Subsequently, there is a 10-day supply of "When II figured
figured out
out that
that anybody
anybody could
coui
blood across the nation and, according to use my blood, because my blood type is

Nineteen-year-old freshman LaToya

good on the day of donation, and must

Harton never before gave blood because

she fears needles. But she changed her

not have given blood in the past 56 days.
The Tennessee Valley Region's

Smith, the Tennessee Valley Blood

mind after the terrorist attacks.

Blood Service will host a blood drive

"It's made me want to give blood to
help the victims out and not everyone

from 10a.m. to 3p.m. Wednesday. Oct.

send a lot of blood to the victims in New

Region generally tries to keep a five-day
supply.

Jason
Jason Carney,
Carney, aa junior
junior mechanical
mechanical eng
engi

0-negative, I thought it was a good way
wa
to give back to my community." Came
Camay
donates blood, on average, every two
tw

more talkative. 'United We Stand' was

24. in the forum.

Reco Chappie is crowned Mr. TSU 2001-02
Kourtlyn Wiggins, a senior, also was

Wiggins said. "He has done so well and

By Tatiana S. Taylor

put a lot of effort into everything he has

News Writer

done."

Many students liked some portions
of the pageant more than other portions.
"I especially like how each contes

Reco Antonio Chappie was crowned

God I can do all things, but without him
I can do nothing."

Nation, who won second runner up,
is a junior majoring in accounting. He
said, "All things are possible to he that
believeth." Mark 9:23.

Mr. Tennessee State University at the
tenth annual Mr. TSU pageant held at 7

tant had their own distinctive theme with

Chappie is a senior majoring in fam

p.m. Oct. 9 in Kean Hall.

their talents," said Yolanda Robinson, a

ily and consumer science, with a concen

freshman.

The other four contestants in this

tration in design. He designed all of the

year's pageant were Jamaal L. Boykin,

Boykin is a sophomore majoring in

Brain Frazier, Stargell Mosley and Alex

economics and finance, He said he wants

clothes he wore for his acts that night.
Many of his friends say that he is truly in

to let the world know that Black male

a class all by himself.

Andrew Nation.

The

Student

Union

Board

of

Governors organized the pageant. The
in four different portions of the pageant:
personality, swim wear, talent and busi

ness. TSU students agreed that the
of more than three

hours was well worth it.

"This pageant was a good one and

I'm so glad Reco won," said Lashawnda
Woodson, who thought he also should
have won two years ago.

Jordan: "I can accept failure, but I cannot
accept not trying."
Mosely, who won first ninner-up,

Evans, kept the audience on their toes
with a presence that was a sight to see.
Boykin. sang two of Brian

to achieve.

contestants were required to participate

pageant's length

Frazier is a junior majoring in
speech communication and thatre. He
said he lives by a quote by Michael

The pageant had a lot of effects that
grabbed the audience's attention. The
sound system was in working order
unlike in previous year, and the master
and mistress of ceremonies, former Mr.
TSU, Tony Forte, and Miss TSU, Mia

products of Tennessee State University
are not only on task, but are on a mission

PHOTO BY iLYAS MUHAMMAD

Reco Chappie as new Mr. TSU
happy about this year's winner.
"Reco has always been a close
friend of mine and I am so proud of him,"

also is a junior and he is majoring in

Mcknight's songs in the talent portion.

health care administration. His source of

His business attire was very professional

inspiration, motivation and reason for
being, he said, is God. "I know that with

See "Mr. TSU" on page 11

^Ije Meter
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ampus Calendar
Oct. 24 - Yearbook Photos: students, organizations, faculty, and staff. 10a.m.
3p.m. Kean Hall Rm 040

TSU moves up to 27th from 55th on Yahool's
annual top 100 Most Wired Colleges Survey
said H. Clay Harkleroad, vice president

Press release from Bureau of
Oct. 25 - Pan Hellenic Blood Drive 9a.m.-3p.m. FPCC Rm 210

Yahoo!

Public Relations

Internet

Life

conducted

extensive research on 1,300 U.S. universi

TSU Employee Benefit Fair 9a.m.-3.p.m Kean Hall Gym
Yahoo! Internet Life has issued its

"Lyricist Lounge'' 8p.m. Ford Complex

for business and finance.

ties and colleges to examine how institu
tions of higher learning have incorporated

fifth annual Most Wired Colleges Survey,

network technologies into campus life.

placing Tennessee State University 27th

This survey looked at a school's com
puting power, integration of the Internet

Oct. 27 - NESB Spades Tournament, Kean Hall Game Room

among the nation's top 100 colleges and
universities. TSU debut at 55 on the list

into curricula and classrooms, the avail

Oct. 28 - Heart Walk with SGA/SEC at LOOp.m.

last year.
"We are truly pleased to appear on the
list two years in a row," President James
Hefner said."Our advancement in a year's
time is quite gratifying.

ability of technical support for students,

Oct. 31 - STD Haunted House presented by Metro Health Department,
STDFree! 11a.m.-6;30p.m. FPCC

"The designation places us in an elite

Nov.1-23 - Clothing and Food Drive for Samaritan Ministries.

class of universities and colleges nation

Crockett Park in Brentwood.

of Tennessee to be ranked in the top 100

forum for students."

As of this fall, TSU and other

TSU was also the only one of the
nation's 117 Historically Black Colleges

Tennessee Board of Regents institutions
are granting two and four-year degrees

and Universities to be listed.

earned over the Internet.

"This achievement is representative
Oct. 27& 28 - Robert Johnson: Trick the Devil presented by peregrine black
'
productions. Max Johns lays down howling vocals as
legendary bluesman Robert Johnson. Also featuring Maurice
Bullard (from the movie. The Last Castle;. 328
Performance Hall located at 328 4th Ave. S. 2:30 f2:30 & 6:00
Oct.28)
Nov.6 -

ldeaUst.org Non-Profit Career Fair. Co-sponsored by Center for
Nonprofit Management. Hands on Nashville, and N.ishville

Area College Career Fair Consortium (NACCFC). Meet organi
zations hii ing for entry-level and mid-career positions, Take part
in workshops and panel discussions. 10a.m.-3p.m.
Student Recreation Center at Vanderbilt.*

Do you have reliable transportation?

Are you interested in events that are going on In the
Nashville area?

Well, now is your chance
to write for the

Community View section of tlTIje Metevl

Call Community View Editor Tosha Jones

963-5555.

plays a crucial role in higher learning

Harvard and making us the only universi
ty or college, public or private, in the state
by Yahoo," he said.

Oct. 27 - Second Annual Gift of Life Walk held by the National Foundation
of Middle Tennessee.Walk raises funds to fight kidney disease.

According to a release by Yahoo!
Internet Life, evaluating universities'
"wiredness" is vital because "technology
today. It's spawning powerful interactive
tools for professors in the classroom, pro
viding scholars access to vast digital
libraries, and functioning as a social

wide, ranking us above Princeton and

Community Calendar

and numerous other criteria.

of

the

talented

Communication

TSU has been recognized for the past

eight years in U.S. News and World

Information Technology staff and dedicat

Report's "Guide to America's Best

ed faculty that we have at the university,"

Colleges."*
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There has been a slight buzz going around the Tennessee State University cam
pus, the Nashville community and the nation: What if we had a draft for this new war
on terrorism?

just about ever>'one knows that almost all male U.S. citizens must register with
the Selective Service within 30 days after turning 18 years old. What you may not
know is that some non-citizens, dual nationals of the U.S. and another country, dis

abled men and conscientious objectors also must register, according to Selective
Service officials. Those who fail to register would be in violation of federal law.
In the event that a crisis occurs where volunteer military troops were not suffi

cient, Congress and the president could pass and sign legislnion to begin a draft. A
lotteiy based on birthdays would determine the order in which registered men are
called up by the Selective Service, starting with those whose 20th birthday falls dur
ing that year, and then it would proceed to men aged 21-25. Most likely 18 and 19
year olds would not get drafted.

After being called up, registrants would go through physical, mental and moral
evaluations to see if they are fit for military service. After being notified of the eval
uation results, the registrant would have 10 days to file for exemption, postponement,

Deddrick Perry

Roger Russell
Freshman business admin

istration major

Junior English major
Joliet, 111.
"Yes. 1 wouldn't want

Nashville

"No. I don't feel like I

have to kill somebody because
somebody else is disagreeing
over other things that are not

or defennent.

really pertaining to me or per
taining to the issues that I need.

We asked TSU men how they feel about the possibility of being drafted. We
asked: if drafted, would they go and if they feel enough loyalty to America to defend

1 guess 1 would have to go to
jail, but 1 wouldn't go to

our nation?

warr...Tliey haven't been too
loyal to me, to be honest."

to go, but you've got to do
what you got lo do some
times. 1 don't feel like right

now ray family is in any
immediate danger, but I
guess if that situation came

up I'd go. Ifs terrible what
happened, but you know,
I'm sure there's stuff we do

over there that's probably

just as bad, but we just
never hear about it because

of our media. So, they are

probably just avenging
something that we did."

Leeshawn Thomas

Pursuing a Ph.D. in biology
Tampa Bay, Fla.

"No. Tliere's enough peo
ple in the service who are actu

Justin Washington
Junior mechanical engineer
ing major
New Orleans

"I don't have a choice right?

ally signed up for that duty. It's

Personally, I wouldn't want to,

not like it's an actual war. it's a
war on individuals. If there was

but honeslly, I don't think I
would be of any use because I'm

an absolute need for me to go, I

not trained and...pulling people

would go, but I'm not volunteer
ing. 1 wouldn't like (fighting), 1
don't believe in killing other
human beuigs. But, neverthe
less, if I wa.s forced to go and
was put in that predicament it

out of their own will 1 feel is

Nashville

wrong. 1 don't think I would be

"I

ready for it, but if I bad to do it. I

choice If I was drafted. I

would. I'm not a warring person,
1 think its nonsense actually.
We're sup{>o$ed to be one people

leave my family, but if it

Victor Moore

Senior elementaiy edu
cation major
wouldn't have

a

mean, I wouldn't want to
meant that I had to do

would eithw be kill or be killed.

under God. all nations... one per

I do feel loyal to the United

son may liave different culture,

something over there to
keep my family safe over

Stales to a certain extent, but
Fm not itX) comfortable with

different shapes and sizes, but
under God we're supposed to he

feel loyalty to this country,

volunteering my life for il.s

one family, and there shouldn't

but also, I feel soixy for

acUons. which arc not very spe
cific. Like I said, it's ugaiiisi
individuals, not against a whole

be this type of war, anyway. Of

the folks that are innocent

cownlty."

here, then I would do It. I

Richard Hopkins
Sophomore electrical
engineering major
Memphis
"No. 1 don't care to get
shot at. I do feel (the war)is
for a good cause. You know,
I can understand we're just
trying to preseive freedom
here and keep them from
ruining our way of life. So,1
feel there is really no other
choice but to go to war. I
just don't want to be one of

(he people over tliere. it
depends, if we were roaliy,

cotnsc, llujre's going lo bo w)n-

that ore going to die over

ffict and vtuff like thaU but I fttd
it shouldn't load to outjt

there and ovei here. Two

really short on people, I'd

wrongs don't make a right."

go aliead and go...hut

to"

than Uk;ety I would go ts

tlTIje jfKeter
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Arts & Entertainment

New program offers students

Do you love

entertainment alternative

movies,

Despite bad weather Homecoming 2001
stepshow pull in a substantial crowd
their singing diva Ms.Adrianne Archie.

population pays," Shares

By Leslie Doss

Marketing assistant, Noah

A&E Writer

Sanders said.

music,

has been wonderful, but TSU stu
of the

dents have mixed reactions.

"I think it's a good strategy
above?

and that would make a really nice

of Sound Check, a program
designed to increase their number

date," Memphis native Deena
Then fill

Chavers said.

of student patrons by providing

Some don't see it as being
that beneficial or profitable.
"Well, I don't see how they're
going to get an increase because if
people don't like the symphony it

them with discounted ticket

prices.

Sound Check provides stu
dents with an opportunity to pur
chase the best available seats in

out an

application
for the

doesn't matter if the tickets cost

the house to any show for $12.
The only requirement is that you

$100 or $1, they're not going to
go," senior, Jeoffrey Robinson

be a full-time student. The

said.

Nashville Symphony had Sound
Check Cards delivered to campus

section of

The opinion of junior,
Terrance Richardson, adequately

centers and bookstores throughout

Tennessee State University,

new," he said.

Middle Tennessee State

University, Vanderbilt University

The Nashville Symphony is
in its 18th season and will play

and David Lipscomb University.
Their goal is to increase the num

host to many noteworthy perform
ers including grammy award win
ning singer, Michael Bolton.
Students interested in obtaining
Sound Check cards should stop by

ber of students in attendance at

concerts."We needed to put some
fresh faces in the audience. We are

also providing the students with a
chance to enjoy great music for a

small fraction of what the general

TSU
which coordinated with the

song
Money, Money,
Money. Brian Frazier per
formed a marvelous act

from the movie Coming to
America.

Mosley

per

formed a beautiful spiritual
dance and Nation, accom

panied by others, per
formed a TSU rap song.
Chappie stunned the audi
ence with a very creative

mailbox of
A&E Editor

aren't calling Mr. TSU, Mr.

cial ambassador for the

Louisville, blew the crowd away with

to

various

men to come out and let

university and performing
community service.
The organizers behind
the Mr. TSU pageant are
trying to upgrade the

people know who they

responsibilities

are," Forte said.

office.

of

the

The Mr. TSU

Union Board of Governors

In recent years, the Mr.

next Mr. TSU pageant as
unforgettable as this one.-

side of the contestants.

Sistas," of Delta Sigma Theta- Xi

Chapter, from

TSU

is excited about making the

ly to what each person had
to say. During this part of
the pageant, contestants
got a chance to see another

Each contestant came with some

Miss

ed the same as Miss TSU.

audience listened attentive

homecoming is like," expressed Tara
Williams from the Doss High School
Steppers of Louisville, Kentucky. The
No Limit Steppers, also from
Louisville, Kentucky, were a little too
shy to talk but ready to do their thing on

events, serving as the offi

took the microphone to
answer during the question
and answer period, the

"brother" was a white Sigma."At first I
truly thought he was just fair skinned,"

thing spectacular. The "Soul Stepping

escorting

contestant

each

boys and girls." It was a great experi

bilities include

way and will continue to

As

Chapter of the University of
Mississippi, had a surprise for the
crowd. Stepping just as hard as any

stage.

started as a homecoming
event six years ago, while
the Miss TSU pageant has
been going on for over 50
years. Mr. TSU is not fund

business scene, he made

on air personality for Nashville's radio
station 92Q.
Our special guests, who are still in
high school, held there own with the big

blessing. He also said he
plans to continue his excel
lence in the future through
the help of God.

ery for these fine young

TSU pageant has been

make its

brothers showed true talent.

The first place winners of the

saying his title was a true

"It took a lot of brav

ond and received a check for $1,000.

Toks Adeshiyan, a member of Alpha
Phi Alpha, felt it was a good tum out
and wished they could have had a better
feel for the stage. But all in all, these

and TSU Alumni A.G. who is now an

Esquire anymore.
Mr. TSU's responsi

pageant has come a long

himself look like a profes
sional clothing designer.

should go out to them.

Fraternities, Phi Beta Sigma- Eta Beta

ence, I was able to experience what

The Mr. TSU pageant

swimsuit and during the

rather tantalizing demonstration with
the chairs. These brothers came in sec

in the

Beard

was

Alpha Phi Alpha - Beta Omicron
Chapter. After showing us their skills of
precision they wooed the ladies with R.
Kelly's "Like A Real Freak" and a

their way to the step show. Our prayers

line trying to buy tickets. The MCs for

Office at(615) 783-1212.-

2000-2001,

Fred Liggins with Phase 3 Productions

the event were the lovely Miss Sharika
Smallwood, from TSU campus radio,

Alan C.

walking his last walk, he
reflected on his title by

home with a check for $1,500. They
stepped to the song, "Bad Boy for
Life," letting the crowd know that they
were not going anywhere.
The ladies got a treat from TSU's

put on the "Ultimate Step-Show,"
whose proceeds benefitted the Single
Mother
Scholarship
Fund.
Unfortunately, all six contestants were
not able to perform. The brothers of
Omega Psi Phi were in a car accident on

and leave it

the campus bookstore or contact
the Nashville Symphony Box

As Tony Forte, Mr.

Beta-Rho Gamma Chapter from the
University of Memphis, who went

excitement and energy. An hour after
the show began, there were people in

Mr. TSU no longer Mr. Esquire, plans on tap
to give office more university responsibilities
Continued from page 8

the winners of the sororities, Zeta Phi

University, there was something to see
and do every day. The rain on Saturday
did not stop the Gentry Center Complex
from filling up with hungry spectators
ready to see some hardcore stepping.

However, the show was filled with

bridges the two extremes,"I'd go
at least once,just to try something

middle Tennessee including

step at a Historically Black College and
- University. And who can forget TSU's
own Sigma Gamma Rho-Alpha Beta
The week of Oct. 7-13 was
Chapter,
in their shimmering blue. For
Homecoming 2001 for Tennessee State
A&E Writer

poetry or all

Sanders also said the response

The Nashville Symphony
opened their season with the start

She thanked TSU for inviting them to

By Aja Caddie

indelible mark

here as a symbol of grace
and power. The Student

the

University of

explained Ashaunti Elmore a student at

the University of Memphis. "He
stepped hard and had the nerve to know

how to gyrate . . . . We are new guys
and we worked hard at our routine."

said Sigma member E.J. Patterson.
Their hard work paid off as they took
home a check for $1,500.

The step-show was one of the last

events of homecoming week, and it was
worth the wait. We can't wait to see

what they give us next year.-

TSU Campus Radio '
580AM in dorms
1600 on the AM dial
Channel 99 on cable
Presents

mytMtiex N Your Ear
Hosted By
A&E Editor

Alan C. Beard

Tuesdays from 8-9p.m.

called the Mr. Esquire
pageant since Miss TSU

Call

and Mr. TSU do not have

963-7980

all of the same duties.

In turn, many students

to have your thoughts heard.
Fdraet What You Think You Know!!!

^Ije illcter
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C^omedif ^kow tetutHS -^ot second stta.L^kt xfeaz duHn^ <d~iomecomLn^ 2001\
Continued from page 1
approximately 8:05 p.m. However, as
soon as Chicago native DeRay stepped
to the stage,

gious
gious showcase.
showcase. "Man,
"Man,since
since II was
was aa

cheers from
cheers
from the
the crowd,
crowd, when
when he
he was
was

Jay-Z.
Jay-Z. I'll
I'll put
put aa bomb
bomb in
in hi
hi s Bentley.

DeRay to let me get the opportunity to

brought great energy to the show, and

with, Death Row."

do this, its all love," Wiggins said.
The night went into high gear after

some audience members thought he was
one of the best acts of the night.

could be the next big star. He has a raw j

kid I just wanted to do comedy, and for

brought on stage after Wiggins. He

And you know who he'd be signed

Combs is a diamond in the ruff. He ;

energy, much like Richard

jPryor and the late Robin

all was for

iHanis.

given.

Above all, there were

He

Ihighlights and lowlights
Iduring the show. For
linstance, when

quickly
introduced
the

Schroncho's mike went out

Tennessee

land he still tried to tell his

State

Ijokes and started to get

University
Tiger Gems

Ibooed. Or when New

pompon

jto cut his act short because

jjersey native Bubba Ice had

squad to

Ithe crowd was killing him.

open things

lOther standout moments

up. After

were when DeRay shared

their ener

his thoughts on the Mr.

getic perfor

|TSU pageant.

mance, he

"I went down to the

[Mr. TSU pageant and a

returned to

the stage and

Iwoman won," he joked.
iThat was like the master-

welcomed
the audience.

Icard commercials, price

"Ya'll could

less!

be sitting in

Chicago natives Damon

here broke

Williams and B-Cole were

right now and you shouldn't even be

f

here, but thank you for coming out," he
said.

in the house again this year and, as

dreads, Steve Brown,

usual, they were solid.

was one of the tight
est," said Claude King,

He then proceeded to ask the

packed house if there was anyone who

a freshman from St.

would come up and sing the national
anthem. TSU junior Tiger Gem Crystall
Johnson from Memphis answered the

Louis.

The audience was

reaily able to relate to

call. She belted out a soulful rendition

the next act's scenarios.

of America's song and set the tone for
the rest of the night.
BET'S Hitz from Hitzfrom the

On to my man Bruce Bruce, who is
funny on television but is hilarious in
person. He was the last act and was well
worth the wait, He also has a lot of

things on the horizon that fans should
look for.

"You can expect more Coniicview,

Marcus Combs (no

and I have a film called The Wash,

relation to Puffy) kept

which is a remake of Car Wash , with

us reminiscing and he

Street and Kym Whitley from Oh
Drama were supfjosed to help co-host

took it way back. He

Snoop. Dr. Dre, X-Zibit. Eminem and
George Wallace," Bnice Bruce said.

with DeRay. but it was more like the
promos said, a DeRay Production. "I

asked, "You ever do

"I'm working on another film, Friday

ghetto stuff like singing

After Next, and look for the Bruce

in the fan?"

Bruce Show."

just came to host and, as you can see, I
really think I just came to have my
brea.st pulled," Whitley jokingly said.

Immediately everyone

The event was well received and a

was taken back because

great display of talent put together by
DeRay, who was faced with the chal
lenge of making this years event better

we've all been there.

This is the second time that Hitz

The evening slowly

has visited TSU's campus without
BET's cameras behind him. What's up

turned into a Chicago

with that? "Well, when we had the vot

affair because the next

ing online for colleges ya'll didn't
vote,' he said. "... I'm doing a college
tour and I'll be at the University of

act also was from the

Memphis to film a show and Nashville

is close to Memphis,so be careful what
you wish for."

■'

"Tlie guy with the

Shortly thereafter. DeRay relent-

I lessly ridiculed the TSU football team.
"You can'l win. I got the mike." he said.
The first comedian brought to the
stage was one of TSU's own, a senior

from Atlanta, Kourtlyn Wiggins.

Wiggins was impressive and held his

tjie^ning act for such

Windy City. '

PHOTOS BY iLYAS MUHAMM AD ^<^00 Rodgefs' Set pro
duced some of the
Top: TSU student Kourtlyn Wiggins opened for the
biggest
laughs of the
event and Chicago comedian Leon Rodgers demon
night. He didn't shy
strates a little something to the audience.
away from topics such
Bottom: The show's organizer, DeRay, also serves as
master of ceremonies.

as Osama bin Laden,
either.

Wiggins' hilarious rendition of R.
Kelly's I Wish.
"This ain't the TSU I be seeing on
CNN and Top Cops, is it?" comedian

"Rappers acting like they hard now
and everybody got beef with each
other," Rodgers said, "What if bin

Steve Brown quipped after subpar

you say? He'd be like ihe <h^) with

Laden came out with a CD? What could

than last year's.
"I was faced with similar chal

lenges, but the main goal was to just get
the right group of guys together and just
do what we do best for the fans," he

said. "We're going to build on this
year's success and we'll be back next
year."

For anyone who found the event
less than appeasing or vulgar, remember
this quote from Richard Pryor. "What I
say raighl be profane but it is also pro
found."

The moral here is, never be aJiaid

to laugh out loud.*
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Mathers HI, finalized his divorce to wife
Kim, earlier this month. Kim tried to

attempt suicide once before and was
arrested for suspicion of driving a boat,
while intoxicated.

Eminem has spoken about his rela
tionship with Kim in several of his songs,
including Bonnie and Clyde and Kim.
However they will share physical and
legal custody of their daughter. He has
agreed to pay $1,000 per week in child
support. (Kim must be part of the fight

07 i

k...

club)

In some brighter news about the rap

per he will soon begin to shoot his first
movie, loosely based on his own life.
Oscar winner Kim Basinger {LA
Confidential) is being tapped to play his
mom. Eminem will play a character
named Jimmy - a young man who
expresses himself through music and
struggles through numerous unusual cir
cumstances.

Brittany Murphy {Don't Say a Word)

PHOTO COURTESY OF VAHOO.CONj

and Mekhi Phifer {O) hav^ been cast as

his girlfriend and best friend. The movie
is exi>ected to hit theaters next year.

Stevie Wonder's part-time lover is
suing him.
story window. His spokesperson said he's

Kane and Abel Separated on
Cocaine Charges

Former No Limit Records, rappers
Kane and Abel, bom David and Daniel

assault she suffered after the release party
of her new album. Based

Sherpn

on

a

Garcia, are identical twins and have been

together since the womb. They have both
been sentenced to

True Storv. An

unknown

man

champagne

with

three years in
prison on cocaine

a

bottle

charges.
They
have to report to
separate prisons In

attacked her.

Writer

The police said, we
saw -somebody running,

Texas. "We have

but we didn't know what
was going on Lil' Mo,

Lil' Mo 'Sitting' On Stones

however, is doing much

Vibe online held an interview with

better. "I get headaches,
but I take enough medica

Lir Mo discussing her album and person

tion to ensure that I don't

al life.

pass out."(Dang!)
The
23-year-old

R&B artist Lil' Mo discussed the

never been apart,
ever! We've just
gotta hold out and
stay strong," Abel,
said.

The day before
they are to enter
prison, the two

Scorpio had to change her

will release their

hairstyle after the attack.

fifth album Most

"I had to change my style

Wanted Bows. (Is

cause of the accident so

PMOT()COURTESYOFDAVIDLACHAPE[.l,Ethis
publicity
a Eminem
is now single and head- stunt aboys?)
The

It s black on the top,
shag cut almost, ^nd
underneath

it's

^p

features

I'i lOrOCOURTESY OF Y.AHOO

Allen Iverson won't be sharing
thoughts with us.

blond-

they ain't ready for it." she promised.
She also announced that she has a

boyfriend, but when asked about the

rumor of her being engaged, she teased,

"When you see my video, look at my
hands and you tell me. Hollas! Sitting on
stones, baby!"

Juvenile and Snoop

Dogg.

The brothers will say goodbye to
friends at a party in New Orleans and the

following days with their family.

in good spirit and resting in his home iJ
Long Island, New York. He is recuperati
ing from several broken bones and a brol
ken jaw. It has been staled, however, thai
the fall was not a suicide attempt.

Erick

Sermon

it?

Released From

Hospital

Allen Ivenson'.s Album Cancelled

He,-) ro(.XU.RU-.SV oy V.Af-IOO.COM

LiTMo is tiying to get her head

together.

Eminem: A Single Star

Rapper. Ejninem,

Erick Sermon sustained

several

injuries and had to be hospitalized in
intensive oere after falling from a third-

Allen Iverson announced that he i

See "Films" on page 15
mmm
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KeepLH 5t
usLc ^^Ldeos: ^^ootxj ot ^^ ust
sells but there are other ways to draw

can become offensive to the lovely

major.

By Gregory Brand

attention to tlieir videos." said Yolanda

ladies we hold dear. It also can get to the

A&.E Writer

Sharp, a Memphis native and sophomore
busitiess administration major.

guys as well, especially to the broke

There seems to be an endless cyclOT
as more and more aitists appear witM

The videos glorify voluptuous
'

millionaires flashing
fruit of
having
luiinuiumcs
uasning the
me iruu
oi iidvi

Urban

music

has

become

an

brother who has to contend with multi

women, platinum
increasingly valid form of expression, ^omen,
platinum bracelets,
bracelets, diamond
diamond bootie
bootie girls
girls in
in their
their bootie
bootie videos.
videos.

Everyone from suburban high
schoolers to the big bailers

|i

|
[
1 T I

It would be next to impossible to telW

the difference between R. Kelly's Fiestt^
themselves didn't pop on screen ever®

few seconds. The two songs were instanS
hits but the videos both showcased liter®

the

ally butt loads of jewelry, girls ancttjj

are

superstars flossing with the best tha^

to the TV screen

money can buy.

the

come

plans to create an even more gluttonouH
display of sheer wealth.
H

and Jay-Z's Big Pimping if the artist®

ri v

the
city cruise
bobbing their heads to the
catchy

The

ffi

i 'i

The real problem is that urban ;

/

artists seem to be at a proverbial stand
still. Making original videos doesn't
seem lo be the primary concern, when it ;

the

should be. Model Shakara told XXL ;■

magazine, 'i haven't seen any videos
ladies

that were tastefully done." When ^iXLi

asked if she would be willing to be ii^
front of the camera, she replied, "If ih^

and gentlemen, you probably

right person approached me I d love to.'
The best way lo deliver teirific new 1

woodwork,

sounds and attitudes, yet their

^

music is with the medium of televisions^

I^Rj4

but you should come with the same ener

gy you had when you laced the track in
The concept is simple. 1

my
surround
a couple dozeny^^H^/'
^ half naked girls, while sittingj^^^HL

^8r
B

the studio.

^

Some urban stars like Erykah Badu,

Jill Scott. The Roots and Maxwell have;j

taken a more original approach and hav^
become great succe.sses. But they ar||

I

car

a

wearB

grossly overshadowed by the majority. M
On the other side of the trackjl

i

than QueenjF

heavy metal and alternative artists are*'

stretching the limits of the imagination!''"'
They are making videos that are almost

Now don't get me wrong,[j^lV||^^^BR#4fl^^BH^^^^^^^^^B|

dreamlike, conveying creativity and
emotion. Their approach comes from an

totally

you are
things.^E!Fflf|ftlBSB3KT|^99M^^nf?ML
on!HB^BjMv^^^pf^8w^w3P^o|^^Sip^$H
thelEIB'CWBSS'^jS^MBS^^SjKSlik.lm

thatjS8|^^HIi^BSB9^ttBBfi^Q|^8|9if

|
I
1

unusual angle and that kind of makes

you want to watch. They have chosen to
do this instead of dirowing skin into

your face as soon as the video starts.

I

However, don't be fooled. They also
have their fair share of derriere. but it's

up with?

not the same. 'Hie video subject varies ;

become more importantbootieBK||E^SBBSh^Qfi]9MH^BB
thanBW^^B^BIS^^^^^K^BSiav^^S^Kl

from video to video. Thai's the exact

opposite of groups like the Cash Money

good music?
m^S^^BSHBSiiMBBH^Bcl^^B
seems that wayB^H^^H58lB|^J9^F^^S^^8Bl|^|

each and every

^B

BET's^^^^^^^^^BQKBCKjBn

106 and Park and Rap City'sBBIiBHBBB^IBM^ElKSBl^BBlL_3B^
The Basement light up the

mo!c;>stouitrf:SVOFXXLM.\CAZi\'i

i'i-ioTc;>s couit rrsY of xxl M.-\CAZi\'t

w?"u
»i television.
, ■ • Natasha
girls ^you will see showinc
Watching these
*u- Elie
• and
^ j Sincerely
./
• Ward!
-j are just two of tire o
s next
,
, ,.,

programs can feel like a two-

to nothing in todays
today's music videos,
videos.

hour Jong deja vu .session featuring
iring sim- matches and, of course, the flyest rides

C-•'Basically I understand th^
that se^t

more effective if they would channel
that creative skill, into more innovative

videos. Not to say that urban videos

Many
Many artists
artists just
just throw
throw girls
girls in
in the
their
videos and ignore the need for actual

ilar .subjects, the same cars and
md check Possible. It's almost as if the videos are
manufactured on an assembly line, first substance.
thi.s.... the same girls.
"Having T&A in your video doesn't
This can be somewhat annoying
noying to
drinks.
automatically
make It a good video,"
those who really watch videos
to hear ""en the girls.
,s lo
the music.

Millionaires that hold the Guinness

record for most consecutive bootie, •
videos. The urban artists definitely hav0;
lots of skill and talent and it shows when .!
you listen to their records. They could bfc''

It goes without saying, the constant

said Riley Walker, a Nashville native

vibrating of the ntfarly nude love meidelB

ind ^Qphomoi^-.business and educatiGni

should become cinematic dreamscapes,

but if you want to depict space aged
pimping, please make the Caddy fly- i

through space.*
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Page 15

Films currently in production and LL's new leading lady
Continued from page 13

leaving the hip-hop industry. The
National Basketball Association Most

Valuable Player won't release his debut
album. Misunderstood, originally sched
uled for February release. The contro

versy surrounding his lyrics spoiled the
excitement, of crossing over to music.

Nonviolence

demned

and Rory Culkin {You Can Count on Me)

Rosario Dawson {He Got Game) will
play Smith's love interest in the film.

also star.

Men in Black 2 - The black suit

secret agents are back to save the uni
verse from destruction. Will Smith

(December's AH)and Tommy Lee Jones
{Space Cowboys) return for this second
adventure. Lara Flynn Boyle {The
Practice)replaces Linda Fiorentino {The

Both NBA commission-^^BBS^^SS
er David Stem and the^HB®;vt

Martin Luther King Jr.
Association
for

Last Seduction) as the sex symbol.

''^
i|H

Signs - This thriller from M. Night
Shyamalan
{The
Sixth
Sense,
Unbreakable) stars Mel Gibson (WTiat
Women Want) and centers around a

LL Cool J {Kingdom Come) and
Gabrielle Union (Two Can Play that
Game) will star opposite each other in

man's crops, which have mysterious
signs in them. Joaquin Phoenix {Quills)

m^mm

Deliver Us From Eva

from

writer-director

Gary Hardwick. USA

con-

many

LL Cool J and Gabrielle Union

Finally Together

Films

ofHUB^M^^f

chairman

Scott

Greenstein said, "The

songs. "The^^^^^^^^B

combination of LL and

lyrics that have been^^^^^^^fw
attributed
Allen^^^^^^^P^M
soon-to-be^^^^^^^^H

Gabrielle lends excite

ment to a broad, accessi

ble

comedy."LL

will

released rap CD are^^^^^^^^H|

next be seen on screen in

coarse, offensive,
antisocial," Stem said.

completion of Eva will

Rollerball and after the

film,
Stevie Wonder

Stevie Wonder has^^^^^^^^^l

Rouge), Lir Kim and

denied allegations

Eddie Griffen from a

he passed on herpes
former

script

as

Looks like Nashville's

because

number one radio station

her after^^^^^^^H
promising to share his^^^^^^^^l

finally has some compe:ition. 101.1 FM is here,

life and culture with her.^^^^^^^^H

nixing old and new hits
ind giving listeners what
they want. The station is already taking

McAfee also said that^^^^^^^® I
she contracted the disease from Wonder.

Wonder's

attorney,

by

92 Who

McAfee

pressed charges against^^^^^^^^f
Wonder

co-written

Griffen,

battles a $20 million

Angela

Mindhiinters,

Dolemite, and My Baby's
Mama opposite John
Leguizamo
{Moulin

Laura

A.

charge and declaring itself the new

Wasser, said, "For the record, Stevie *

number one station here in Nashville.

Wonder never entered into any contract M

Look for the ratings to shift around.

with her- oral, written, or implied. Since I
he does not have herpes, one can only I

(You heard it here first) If you didn't
know, well now you know, tune in!

wonder where she contracted the dis-1

Well, that's all the juice I got this
week, but I will be back. You all stay
sweet and remember if you got a scoop

ease."

Other claims have also been denied.

Including the claim that she redesigned
|

let me know.*

his house to include Braille markers.

I

(Girlfriend is doing too much!)

Don't hesitate to send a
scoop to

Action

JHeter
Several films are currently in pro

A&E section

duction and slated for release in 2002
and 2003. Check it out.

themeter@hotmall.com

ISpy - The big screen adaptation of
the Bill Cosby vehicle of the 70's will

or

feature Eddie Murphy {Shrek), Owen
call 963-5555.

Wilson {Shanghai Noon), and Famke
Janssen {Don't Say a Word). The film

will be directed by Betty Thomas.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF VAHOO.COM AND TOUCHSTONE PICTURES

Top 1 to r: LL Cool J has his eye on Gabrielle Union in Deliver Us From
Eva,

Bottom: Acclaimed director, M. Night Shyamalan.

If it's entertaining then It's
usHI

I
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school spirit that

By Sherpri Giles

was

A&E Writer

throughout the
activity. Kevin

exhibited

would like to

Gilliam II, Vice-

Friday, October 12,
was a momentous day for
all, past and present stu
dents, to collaborate and
demonstrate,

true

Tennessee State University
pride.
The setting for this
was at the Homecoming

2001 pep rally. The pep
rally was originally to be
held in Hale Stadium.

However, due to the
inclement whether, it was
moved to Kean Hall.

However on this day
not even the rain could

interfere with the spirit of
the alumni and student

body.
William Taylor was

the emcee for the pep rally

President of the
Student
Government

Association said,

"Everything's

thank the

going well."
To

witness

swarms of Greek

organizations, the
woman's

team.

track

National

Broadcasting
Society,
TSU

faculty, staff

Radio, and more

appear to show
not only their
love for the uni

versity but also
encouragement

and alumni

for the football

team, was noth

ing

short

of

that began
promptly
at noon.

The

ra l ly
began
with

for their

the

DJ playi

n

g

numerous

songs and
the cheerleaders

shouting
various
chants to

get

the

crowd

hyped.
The

during

party real

ly

got

started
when
PHOTOS BY ILYAS ^^JHAMMAD

T S U 's

O

w

n Two different views of the Homecoming 2001 pep

rally in Kean Hall.

Aristocrat

of Bands brought the house
down with songs like "I'm
So Glad" and concluded
with our Alma Mater.

Vigorous

supporters

packed the stands. It felt
and looked as if Kean Hall

was filled to capacity and

with energy.
Alumni and students

were astounded with the

amazing.
Walter Reese, a foot

0 start only echoes his sen-

Not rain, sleet, or snow can

timents.

stop the spirit of the TSU

The pep rally touched

ball player, was stunned to
see the TSU body come

the hearts of some alumni.
Earl Presline. 1992 TSU

out and support them the

graduate, said, "This is a
phenomenal experience

way they did. Reed said,"I
believe TSU students are

backing

us 100% and

understand that the foot

ball team is trying to take it
all the way." The Tigers 5-

that shows unity among
aspiring
African
Americans."
The bottom line is:

The pep rally must go on!

family.*

Homecoming
2001
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jZoctxi *^tavoi3
grand-

By

Torrance

Ishock-

moth-

Winton
a

n

its. That shows that

d

Contributing

during^

Writer

these

1

If you are like

they support us, so it
is important that we
support them as

^^3

trying

most people on cam

along with the para
phernalia they were
wearing on our vis

^3

times

well. If you have a

of col-

little extra money

pus, you come to

1 e g e,

U

Tennessee

food

VM

and you want an
extremely
good

with
grand-]

%

meal, visit Joe's.

State

University, criticiz
ing
Nashville
because everything
just isn't like home,
especially obtaining
good food, particu

perfect remedy for
anything that seems
to be ailing you.

larly barbeque and
fish.

Well, we have

As a result of

ma's touch of is a

need keep right on
past Joe's. The whit
ing fish dinner was

For side items

That came with

three pieces of fish,

between

macaroni

two sides, two slices

discovered a place
that will give you a

and cheese, green

of bread, and sadly

beans, potato salad,

nothing

nostalgic sense of

cole

Drinks are $1.09. If

home and will serve
as that sense of nos

slaw,

baked

to

beans, and spaghetti.

you are a catfish fan,
expect to pay even

talgia for your years
after college.

to the BBQ and fish.

combread was mod

Overall

erately priced at
$4.60, tax included.

I am speaking

and that is Joe's

BBQ & Fish, locat
ed

at

1104

Ed

Temple Blvd.

we

extremely

were

pleased

This mom and

is wonderful for carryout as well as for a

small gathering of
friends. For a more
in depth look, here is
what we discovered:

Lashawnda Hanyard
at

The

963-5631

amount

they give is actually
eatery, so naturally

quite complimentary
to the price, so there
wasn't a complaint

the

there.

a mom and pop type
service

was

*Nofe

-

The

review board and I
visit

these

restau

rants as if we have

no intent on

cri

tiquing them. So

friendly and family

pop type restaurant

contact

more. The BBQ and

with the food.
Service: This is

Upside:

oriented. The ser

Very

what we report is

vice is rather quick
and they do a won

convenient to the

based on what we

campus and

have

derful job providing

have wonderful peo

adequate coverage

ple that work there.

they

Downside: The

and drive-thru. They

you the same experi
give you an indica

expect, good or bad.

versation and that is

budget, in compari

You be your own

Pretty much sums

what

son to most fast food

judge!

"P

Taste: WOW!

makes

the

experience so great.

restaurants.

response after taking

It shows that they

drinks

your first bite. The

pride themselves on
delivering quality

included

your

initial

review board and I
could

not believe

that such a treasure

service and they
want to maintain

was right under our

their

noses. The food was

tomer base.

magnificent.

The

pork

with

BBQ

repeat

tion

of

what

to

5

not

in

the

meals and
aren't open

they
very

late.

Sense

of

Hospitality

3

review

board and I highly

Fair

recommend

PineapplesSense

of

cornbread is a must.
The combina

Overall the cleanli

BBQ and Fish. This

ness was satisfacto

tion of the two is

ry. There is no true
dining area, but

recommendation
isn't based on the

food

there

mainly because of

Hospitality
2 PineapplesVery
Limited
Knowledge
of
Hospitality
1
Pineapple-

their support for

Needs help from a

quite interesting, but

decide to eat in, The

Their fried catfish

restropm was some

and whiting is pre

what desirable and

various

that was somewhat

schedules

pared

like

your

is

a

small

countertop if you

Joe's

alone.

Joe's has a way of
making them a per
fect culinary treat.

headed in the

right direction

Pineapples-

The Epitome of
Hospitality
4 PineapplesGreat

The

UPS keeps you

Also,

are

cus

Cleanliness:

Up to $23,000 FOR College!

This doesn't ensure

sparking up a con

mind

UPS Earn & Learn

experienced.

food can be expen
sive on a college

don't

Get Back on "COURSE" with

ence but it should

between the counter

also

The Hospitality and
Tourism program

drink.

They were all good,
but not comparable

of the little eatery
that has been over
looked by students
for some tune now

information about

our wonderful expe
rience we give them:

$6.98, tax included.

you have a choice

For more

It's

Hospitality Major*
TSU, they have
athletic

posted

PAC^dEi^NDLERS
• $8.50-9.50 an hour

•Permanent Part-time Jobs - 3.5-5 hours/day
•Exceptional Benefits Package
•Paid Vacations &. Holidays

•Free Banking at AM South Bank

Call now!

|5^

615-876-5292

or 615-876-5661 lUIJ
3shields@ups.com
an eqiol(ippitnunity empl.jyer

x"
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jZntLcist JiiouHfe
The Will

By Brooke Weathersbree

^And even more difficult to willfidly
\l\open

y me

And you'll be sorry
Not intentionally I did it

rPlay on playa as they say

^While loneliness sets in another day
Throwing that word 'Love'around like

With remorse I don 't have

Shed a tear, I mav

Only falsely so you'll be here

Thinking I love you
But it'll probably die here, soon
Back up, trotting on a high horse
Depressed because of nonchalant ways

of being

Granted thy horseman lonely again with all
thefriends in the world
Rough, tough, hard to penetrate

w Mneasy to pierce

it'fa play thang

Not realizing how much weight it gains
Partaking of care, emotion, and preisumed concern

Foolish girl you 'II never learn
Butfor what ever reason
That vou mav need me,

I'll he here waiting and willing to love and
carefor you

In the way I always said I would
In the way I always have.

i'v

ff
u: ;

I, X*.''vvJiW -'W'
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"How far you go in
life depends on your
being tender with
the young, compas
sionate with the

aged,
sympathetic with the
striving,

AncHo-

cAa/ices^are^coe^addneaer-meet/.
enemtee/ cAeat. dBecaase/

tAat/'s'tAe/ of^ a^e^ tAe^ cam
cof/ybetC'. '^\>e/^^fot/^^a>a/s/ and
OHtA/ ^(SQ^Kf^^uelcAe/tA^'d^e/
camddeted.
oHint/ to- Ae^

and tolerant of the

weak and strong.
Because someday
•

in life you will have

L.. >

tAaec/ a>A(>' Aaoe/ ^eem denied

been all of these."

and mletnealed. ^doA/^fir'

•«

Amcd^in/odtAat/^AnotO'. ^

^endIs/a^^lendand

Is/o/

- George

Washington Carver

dc'. fStq^ cdoce/to-tAc'strof^
and out^fTiMO' tAe/ caeaA/. 3^
i

^kc /hfUcimt jZoiA-HijC
Submission Requirements

Aal/

jHUlfris published biweeklv.
The submission deadline is the Wednesday
before

each issue comes out. No exceptions!

tEIje iJlcler invites submissions by all members of
the Tennessee Slate University community.
ooron Igdcll and

nkrumok«n

o 11 o

Timeliness, claritv of thought, originality, and
interest to the universitv community will be factors

^aSnem^
Ckapter II

Hi selecting material for publication.
AU materials must adhere to the followmg

1 i:«ideliiies:

l^' l) All contributions must be typed, double spac«i
-Jwbmilted on 3.5" di.sks and hard copy), and must
'.mcUidle the writer's name, telephone number and
Box.

4i) Poems should not exceed 300 words.

ic) Submit a portrait of yourself to be used if your
' poem is published.

www.dQlinkwcnt.com

f
Jflcter reserves the right to reject poems with'but explanation, and to edit submissions as neces: '§ary, while still trying to adhere to the author's origvision.
n-;

.'^ni-'^9d-7/14R PH

9ni-994^74nRFy
PHOTO COURTESY OFWWW.DALlNKVVEN l.COM

more information feel free to contact

%&l&>Kdib>r Alan C. Beard at 963>5555

.n
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Faculty member tackles academics and football
that

By

Paul

Cameron

Dr.YoungSeigler, a biolo
gy
professor
at

TSU,

seems to be a
rather

normal

professor. She
gives
home
work,

exams

and lectures to

the

students.

But,

in

the

months between
June

and

September she
puts on cleats
and pads to play
quarter-back
and tight-end for
the

Tennessee

Heat, a team in
the

mind

Women's

League.

Young-

Seigler played
basketball, ten
nis and was a
cheerleader

at

Pa u1q u in n
College
Waco,

in
TX.

While seeking
her undergradu
ate degree, she
also

received

several academ
ic awards such
as Dean's List
and Presidential

Scholar.
Her mother

always

told

Young-Seigler

the
work

shop." Taking
that saying to
heart, not only

venues are ideal

women.

Her
men

because it is an

answer to

intimate setting

that say women

for small crowds

should not play

that the WNPT.

football

draws. This is

"There are men

is,

does she teach

mostly because

whose

here at TSU and

the

are ended

play

unknown.

for

the

but

she

plays
She

also

Softball.
said

she

team

is

"Exposure

I'm a woman,
mine will not be

investors

Softball

said

Young-

Seigler.

YoungSeigler
has
always loved

The

has

on

She

Heat

business playing
with

fea

woman

is

a

CSS

kicker, because

and a Sportsline

of the size and

strength differ-

small blip on.

ences.

When

ESPN when the

This

sum

opportunity pre

team played in

sented itself for

Orlando.

The

need a football

playing softball

Heat is

truly

fix go out and

she took it.

Nashville's for

watch

gotten team.

Tennessee Heat.

mer when you

Many of the

ing a team as

Look

an

WNFL are for

leaders and the

league

of

mer NFL play

female athletes

ers, much like

ball. Her team

the

women's

and you may be
surprised that

does all it's own

league in base
ball during the

can really play

provide for uni

second

football.

forms

war.

to
and

money for road

trips

to

play

other teams.
Like
Heat,

the
most

world

Nashville, foot

professional ath

year

letes and

For more infor
mation

some even play
at

that women cani

small

col

These

and get an

application or contact Sports
Editor

activity.
on

Marcus Morris

the

Tennessee Heat

YoungSeigler believes
!

leges.

Kean Hall

in

ball can be an all

in high school
and

team

being

mer college or
most

Suite 304 of

women

athletes are for

other teams play
stadiums

these

This

Many of the

in

the male cheer

women's foot

fundraising

If you are interested, come to
tCIje jHeteroffice

for

coaches in

infantile

iileter.

the

quarter-back ip

the

Well, join the sports staff of

men unless the

interview, and a

She is lead

should have done?

that

but

this

Are you interested in sports?
Do you like to write?
Are you always
commenting on what that team

women have no

never got the
chance to play.

football,

Writers Needed!!!

also

believes

football

been

tured

more severe."

who

believe in equal
ity in sports,"

if

by

injury, because

would play for a
professional
Nashville had.

careers

is hard to get,
we need to get

Tennessee Heat,

Nat ional
Footbal l

idle

is

devil's

; Sports Writer

here

"an

play any sport
against
other

at

and the WNFL,

go to www.ten-

nesseeheat.itgo.

963-5652

com. •

^potts
By Crystal J. McMoore

strong winds during Saturday's game.
The Tigers defeated the Delta Devils

News Writer

41-3.

Homecoming School spirit
prevails

"TSU-the winning spirit continues"

is more than just the theme for the 2001 -

Even though a lot of the Tennessee
State University family came out to sup
port the Tigers in their fifth victory, the
sophomore class prevailed to lead in
school spirit. One student in particular
was Phillip Richmond, from Memphis,
TN. Richmond used the braided style

"I wanted to represent TSU to the
Another

sophomore,

Blair

Woolridge, from Nashville, TN, repre

sented the school as well. Woolridge did

spirited sophomore, was Vondra Porter,
from Memphis, Tenn. Porter chose to
show her spirit through her hair. With

n't let the rain or the fact that the

washable blue and white hair coloring,

Adelphia

she carefully painted all of her shoulder
length locks blue and white. " When 1
came into the stadium everyone knew

Coliseum

doesn't

allow

umbrellas stop her from attending the
game. Wrapped up in the largest blue and

spirit was put to the ultimate test,

that many of the young men of TSU
flaunt to exemplify his school spirit, and

because as many may know, the Tigers

he had TSU braided into the back of his

white towel she could find, Woolridge
cheered her fellow Tigers on.
"Tm committed to the Tigers,rain or
shine," said Woolridge, who has not

were drenched by a storm and battled

head.

missed a home game since she has been

2002 homecoming; it is a belief that has
been instilled in many students. School

attending TSU.

Lastly, but definitely not the only

fullest," said Richmond.

what school I was supporting," she said.
The winning spirit shined during
Homecoming amongst the student body

See "Volleyball" on page 21
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Volleyball team and Titans struggle
Titans*

Continued from page 20
to improve its record

at TSU and hopeful
ly, it will continue as
the Tigers continue

for the rest of the sea

fans

ward to

caused an abundance

Nashville's

Dawn

Reese believes that

Tennessee

Titans

won their game
against the Tampa

Halfway into the
volleyball season,

the girls just need to
get adjusted to the
new way of scoring
adopted this year.
"They have what

the Lady Tigers only

it takes to win, so

have three
under their

skill is not a prob
lem," said April
Guest, sophomore,
lies in store for the
from Memphis, TN.
Titans, fans received
"I think they lack
a little "pick-me-up"
strategy and struc

Tigers

suffer another loss

Friday's
against

game
Eastern

Illinois was not one
of them.

ture." Despite the

The Tigers were

A1 Del Greco, who

previously

had

defeated.

way the season is

They are sched
uled to play 32

going several of the

games, and with 19

that "we'll get 'em

already out of the
way the team hopes

next time."

players are confident

missing a 48 yard
field goal in regula
tion, Nedney made

28. Fans of the Titans

up for it by success
fully kicking a 49yard field goal in

began to worry that

overtime.

Bay Buckaneers, 31-

The Titans beat

the season wouldn't

be a productive one.
Though it's too early
to tell exactly what

Tampa

Bay

tion. •

when the game went

into over-time, even

tually leading to a
Titans triumph.
One player who

really shined was the
new

kicker,

Joe

by

Christopher

Marcus Norris

Kipperer

right

Sports Editor

before halftime.

The

soaked

a

rain

field

at

Adelphia Coliseum,
the Tennessee State

University Tigers
beat the Mississippi

Valley State Delta
Devils,41-3 to go 50 and remain unde
feated this season.
There

were

simultaneous torna

do and flash flood

warnings

making

the environment for

the game less than
friendly to say the
least. The Tigers
dominated the entire

game, overcoming
the weather which

seemed to have very
little effect on them

but ail the effect of
the world on the
Delta Devils. The
Devils

never

appeared to really
be in the game, their
sole highlight com
ing via an impres
sive 51 yd field goal

Tigers

toyed

with

the

bring them in, kick

yard passing perfor
mance turned in by

them around, and

Harris.

Cooks said, " You

tell them

ing game. They just
simply seemed to be

go

home."

ed on the ground."

plays worked to the
Tigers advantage.

Coach James Reese

Harris scored a one-

ran hard."

Even

able to do what they
wanted when they

yard touchdown run
on a play where he

wanted.

had

In the second

quarter

with

the

score 14-0 on a 4thand-14

from

the

fumbled

the

handoff

attempt.

Patrick

Jenkins

returned a punt
36yds to the MVSU

MVSU 29 yard line,
instead of going

27 yd line after ini

with the usual con

gathering the ball.

servative play call

"We were able
to do what we want

botched

Devils, as is usually
done in a homecom

to

tially having trouble
The game saw

The

defense

Charles Anthony (

went for the first

career-high 154 yds
rushing ), KaRon

this tough and an

Key ( 80 yds ),

offense running oa

Marvin Jones ( 62

touchdown

the

entire season.

With a defense

able to hook up with

reach the endzone.

all cylinders, the
future seems very
bright for the Tigers,

wide receiver C.J.

The Tigers finished

despite

Johnson on a 29

the game with an
impressively bal

weather may bring.
The Tigers last

pass.

anced

home is Nov. 3 ver

"That's the way
homecoming is sup

attack, given the cir
cumstances. They
had 357 yards rush
ing as well as a 200

yard

touchdown

posed to be. TSU
freshman

Cherita

offensive

at

7 p.m.,

Thursday in Kean
Hall.

Go out and show

only one fu-st half

field goal, the Tigers

yds ), and Harris all

volleyball team.
They will take on
David Lipscomb

allowed over the last

three games to just
17 points. The
Tigers have allowed

Tiger

Shannon Harris was

women's

remained stingy as

ever giving up only
three points. This
brings the grand
total of points

ing and kicking a

down. This proved
to be the right call
because quarterback

rushers

said. "All the guys

support the

after

blowing a 14-point
lead in the last eight
minutes of regula

Tigers defeat Devils in wet Homecoming

On

continue to

son.

Coach

wins
belts.

Nedney. He replaced

may have some
thing to look for

of mistakes. After

on their seasdn.

Lady

Please

your 'true blue'
spirit.

what the

sus Murray State
University
at
Adelphia Coliseum
at 1:30pm.•

Good luck

tirijE Mtttt
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Congratulations
Marcus Norris

Sports

to the

Editor

football team
r-

on its

6^

so far this

More than likely you weren't at the
game anyway. If you were,I hope you're
recovering from your pneumonia OK.

season.

trije MtUt
wishes the
team continued

success!!!

October 24, 2001

TSU Yearbook Photos
Katrina S. Coomer, photographer - 292-2025 - Call if you have questions

Main Campus: October 22,23,24

Downtown Campus: October 29,30

9:30 a.m. — 3:00 p.m. just show up

9:30 a.m.- 3:00 p.m. just show up

Basement 040 Kean Hall

Main lobby outside library

Clubs & Organizations
Clubs with up to 10 members can come to Kean Hall 040 anytime on October 22,23 or 24

Larger groups meet on the front steps of Kean Hall on October 22,23,or 24 at 3:00 p.m.
You can call 292-2925 to schedule an appt. for your club or just show up

the gift of yourself"^
Freshmen to Seniors, Faculty and Clubs
Everyone can order packages or prints

Usefor invitations,job applications, publicity, Christmas gifts

I',-*".--' »-»»

vr.

%

V.

rcp-

Pick up orders in Student Center on Wed.,November 28 from 9:00 a.m.- 3:00 p.m.

FINALLY GOT YOUR OEGREE.
GETTING A REAL JOR.
NEED A NEW CAR.
WE'VE MADE IT EASIER.

Eligible grads'get:
Choice of select new Chevrolet!
Pontiac! Buick! Oldsmohile"
or GlVIC'vehicle!

, Quick, easy GMAC
financing at attractive rates'.

'TO

l\lo credit history required'.
l\lo down payment on purchase'.

I^

Additional cash off on top
of most current incentives'.

1.8G0.984.GRAD

GMGRAD.COM

•See GMgrad-Com or call 1.800.964.GRAD for eligibility requirements and other important restrictions, t Available toward purchase or lease of select 2001, 2002 or 2003
vehicles for eligible college graduates financing with GMAC. Must take retail delivery from participating dealer stock by 9/30/02. GMAC must approve credit. Length of
contract limited. Minimum amount financed required.

GMAC
CHEVROLET

OLOSMOBILE

GMC TRUCK

.'

FINANCIAL SERVICES

